ISO 2789 and ISO 11620: Short Presentation of Standards as Reference Documents in an Assessment Process
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“Classifications are theories about the basis of natural order, not dull catalogues compiled only to avoid chaos.” (Gould, 1989)

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to show how international standards dealing with library statistics and indicators (ISO 2789, ISO 11620 and others projects which are still under development) can be used as reference documents and strategic tools in a performance assessment process. The task is not an easy one, because it requires linking up somewhat complex entities such as the standardization work characteristics, the capacity of statistics to account for reality and, lastly, the variety and speed of libraries’ advancement. Nevertheless, ISO 2789 (International Library Statistics) and ISO 11620 (Performance indicators for libraries), which are based on an international consensus of experts, take into account, as much as possible, the recent evolutions in library structures and services. In addition, they are related to classical and shared assessment models. So, although their aim is not to draw up an assessment framework, they reveal themselves useful for basic operations in such a framework: to define objects and services, and to classify, count and build appropriate indicators. Moreover, as the issue of quantifying and promoting intangible assets becomes a concern in the public sector, these standards can be seen as a first attempt to define library resources and services as such intangible assets. Finally, the challenge of forthcoming evolutions of these standards is the ability to stay up-to-date in a very quickly evolving context. More precisely, the increase in the usability of these standards must be based on an ongoing search for more consistent data and relevant indicators. The question of improvement of the general design of the statistics and indicators standards family should also be addressed.

I would like to make three preliminary remarks about the tone of the paper, to prevent some (but not all) objections:

- **An acknowledged naivety**: I must recognize that there is a difference between reality as seen through the standards and what really happens in libraries. For all that, is standardization really an armchair job, with no link to what libraries experience daily? Certainly not, as I will try to demonstrate later on.

- **An hypothesis of honesty**: generally speaking, in the field of assessment, it takes two to play the game. There is nothing easier than a misinterpretation of an indicator by an insincere authority. We measure indicators more to ask questions than to give definitive answers, more to point out problems than to denounce a fault. Librarians need to have in front of them managers sharing the same point of view on evaluation.

- **A French context**: some of my remarks will probably be related to the French context. France is a country where public services and administration have a special place. We have a long tradition of public reports, made by many high-skilled public auditing bodies, but we are only slowly developing a culture of assessment, in the Anglo-Saxon sense of the word (without judging the cultural consequences it carries).

POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITS OF STATISTICS, EVALUATION AND STANDARDIZATION COLLATED TO LIBRARIES’ REALITY

Certainly ISO 2789 and ISO 11620 are not used enough among the many existing tools in the field of library assessment. However, the aim of this paper is not to present a very detailed description of standards, because the main brake upon their implementation doesn’t seem to be a content issue but rather a perception issue. I would like to present standards as living tools and not as boring directions for use or instructions, because they are no such things. One can better understand the structure and content of the standards if the standardization work and its link with libraries’ activity has been explained and made explicit. So I will mainly emphasize the context and the environment of the conception and use of standards by noting the difficulty in harvesting statistical data or building useful indicators, and the gap between how standardization works and the evolution of libraries.

The problem of data collection

I think we can agree that data harvesting in respect of library activity was easier yesterday than it is today (even if not necessarily done). We used to have the possibility of knowing the users, who physically entered the library premises.
The use of library resources could in many cases be calculated, as many books were kept in closed stacks, and because the reader had to complete a form to access them. Most resources were concrete and printed materials, which can easily be quantified, at least in meters. Today, users, resources and what the first do with the second, are not easily described and defined. What some papers call ‘the library stuff’ is more and more precisely identified, but comes from more and more online suppliers, so that gathering the data turns out to be a long and uncertain process. The general word user covers a lot of different uses (or lack of uses) of the library services. At the same time, the need for data and indicators for stakeholders and public decision makers is becoming more intensive and the pressure to demonstrate, through numbers, the social utility of the library more acute. In other words, libraries are confronted by a ‘pincer-effect’, the tension between a growing effort to build robust statistical information and the pressing demands of accounting. The task is all the more problematic since there is still a discrepancy between what can actually be measured and evaluated at a reasonable cost and what should be known about impact and mission fulfilment.

The gap between standardization work and library activities

Another source of confusion rests on the very characteristics of the standardization work. Standardization actually requires time while libraries are currently evolving very quickly. It requires time because experts develop standards besides their usual job, but also because standardization calls for international consensus, which is achieved through many technical steps and cycles of drafts, ballots and comments. At the same time, libraries do not evolve towards a consensus, but rather evolve in different ways, according to their size, their nature or their country. And finally, libraries set up new services in an experimental way, having no time to wait for an innovation to be broadly adopted, whereas a standard cannot be honestly published before it has been ascertained that its content meets a level of confidence and stability compatible with its nature as an international reference document (even though standards are voluntary). Standardization needs distance and feedback. Each performance indicator selected in ISO 11620 had been tested before and constituted the subject of a paper in a professional journal: this was a criterion of validity from the viewpoint of consensus.

TWO STANDARDS DESERVING OF WIDESPREAD USE

So, while we have seen that the development of assessment in libraries is recognized as strategic, the interest in having standards at libraries’ disposal to organize certain steps of an assessment process does not appear to be obvious. Apparently, it is obvious that interoperability issues can be dealt with by a standard or that identification numbers have to be standardized, while the same perception is not necessarily made for statistical data and indicators. This is perhaps because assessment is still seen primarily as a problem of good sense rather than a technical task. However, coming back to some definitions could clarify the point that the status of ‘international standard’ can certainly be useful in providing official technical guidelines, but also and above all to give a special weight to information collected with and relied on by the standards. The French association for standardization, AFNOR, defines a standard as “a document established by consensus and approved by a recognized body that provides, for common and repeated use, rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or their results, aimed at the achievement of the optimum degree of order in a given context.” And also according to AFNOR, “the purpose of standardization is to provide reference documents containing consensual and regularly updated solutions to technical and commercial problems relative to products, goods and services that repeatedly arise in relationships between economic, scientific, technical and social partners” (AFNOR, 2006, p.2). So a standard potentially fits the assessment purpose.

ISO 2789, A STANDARD FOR DEFINING, CLASSIFYING AND COUNTING IN LIBRARIES

40 years, 4 versions

ISO 2789 deals with a very precise sector in the galaxy of assessment: the definitions of data to be collected and the way to present them. The fourth version was published in September 2006. The first edition dates back to 1974. It was based on work begun at the end of the 1960’s by experts from IFLA and ISO, at the request of UNESCO, which needed general guidelines for library statistics aggregation at an international level. The first version was only four pages long and contained little information, of very general interest. Progressively the text has been improved and extended (now almost 80 pages) so that it has become usable at smaller scales and by libraries themselves. The scope of the standard being all libraries, the main difficulty has been to keep it valid through time at the different levels, for internal purposes and for regional, national or international comparisons.
What you will find in ISO 2789?

Even if, in some ways, standardization and statistics trail after reality in libraries, there is an interest in trying to establish a state of the art - what libraries are supposed to be and to do and the services they are supposed to deliver, especially because the environment is changing very quickly. That is precisely the objective of ISO 2789, which tries to give an almost physiological view of a library: what is it made of, which are the organs, what comes in and what goes out? The role of such a document is important, because what you decide to count and the way you classify the results says something about how you perceive the world (the library world in our case). Let me give an external example showing that choosing the right data is a political sport. In 1889, in a Parisian atlas (Préfecture, 1889), the level of well-being was estimated by the number of servants per family. That says enough about the way social conceptions and technical or scientific options are intermixed.

To come back to libraries, how do we decide to define and count the different kinds of user? What do we decide to be part of the library services and what not? How do we classify the different document delivery possibilities? Such choices are strategic and express identity. ISO 2789 tries to answer these questions. Therefore, one of the important sections of the standard - and perhaps the most important - is the definition section, because you can count correctly only what you have precisely defined. ISO 2789 has, in its latest version, more than 100 definitions split up into 6 families: libraries (different kinds of libraries or administrative units), collections, use and users, access and facilities, expenditure, library staff. The set of definitions is now very consistent and one can jump from one word to another without meeting any incoherency. It is almost like a taxonomy, because you need to define every element precisely if you want to avoid double counts and ambiguity. Up to a point, ISO 2789 could be used only as a lexicon: not a roadmap, but a technical guide for certain situations.

After the definitions, the standard presents some general explanations on how to present data and the interest in collecting them. The standard itself ends with a section detailing the data that can be collected, following the same framework as the definition section. The main text is followed by three annexes, the first of which I would like to highlight. Use of electronic services (Figure 1) presents a clear classification of electronic library services and a small set of data (sessions, downloads, visits), as they can be established today.

This is certainly not the only possible model, but the fact that it exists as part of an international standard is one thing to its credit. Remembering the not so ancient discussions about what should or should not be counted among the Internet stuff, to have such a stable document is a boon.

Figure 1: Electronic library services according to ISO 2789, Annex A
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ISO 11620, LIBRARY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: SON OF ISO 2789?

From data to indicators

Having focused on the main aspects of ISO 2789, I will briefly present ISO 11620. The first version of this standard was published in 1998, and a new one is about to be completed, incorporating amendments and elements from technical reports produced in the interim (ISO, 2003-1 and ISO 2003-2). As for ISO 2789, recent disruptions in the nature of information resources and changes in librarianship concerns made it difficult to achieve a stable and at the same time up-to-date document.

Even if references are made to general performance models, ISO 11620 is, to my mind, still an extension of ISO 2789. It does not tell one how to evaluate, how to assess performance, but how to make calculations in a performance assessment process (see Figure 2).

---

Figure 2: The delimited area of action of ISO 2789 and ISO 11620

One explanation for this is that primarily, the ISO committee developing ISO 11620 is a statistical committee, opening itself slowly but surely to assessment.

We must not forget that, in a logical management process, the main objectives are translated into operational actions by the library, then indicators are defined, which must, once calculated, allow us to demonstrate whether the objectives are met or not. The data have to be collected only when it is known which are needed for the indicators to be built. But we know that libraries (and therefore the standardization) all began with statistics and counting before developing assessment concerns. ISO 11620 bears the marks of such historical thought processes, and we chose to present the standards accordingly, from statistics to evaluation.

From indicators to assessment

Although of statistical extraction, ISO 11620 is, as I said before, underpinned by some elements from classical assessment models. Indicators described in the standard (and the ones which can be built according to the rules described in the standard) can be judged against the traditional scheme, saying that performance is the conjunction of effectiveness (results are in accordance with goals), efficiency (results are attained at a lower cost) and relevance (means are adapted to goals). Another assessment reference lies in the way the proposed indicators are classified (and this is a novelty in comparison with the previous version, where indicators were broken down in traditional categories): the framework is adapted from a balanced scorecard approach whose headings are: resources, access and
infrastructure; use; efficiency; potential and development. The message sent to the users of the standard is that making a good assessment does not imply a need to implement a lot of indicators: one must concentrate, for any given aspect, on the impact, on what is really linked with performance rather than on the sole results. From this viewpoint, ISO 11620 is also a pedagogical tool.

In a nutshell, ISO 11620 explains how to build robust indicators and presents about 45 of them, precisely described and analysed through a fixed scale: objective (of the indicator); scope; definition; method (to calculate, alternatives or indirect method); interpretation and factors affecting the indicator; related indicators; sources (as each indicator has been tested and published before). Each indicator must be compliant with a set of admissibility criteria: informative content, reliability, validity, appropriateness, practicality, comparability (each term being explained in the standard). ISO 11620 also includes language about the use of indicators, their selection, limitations, optimization or comparison. Some supplementary definitions are also proposed, but most of those from ISO 2789 are applied, because of obvious consistency concerns.

PRESENT RELEVANCE OF THE STANDARDS ISO 2789 AND ISO 11620 AND PATH FOR THE FUTURE

Basically, the first thing to be noted is that the standards do exist! Actually, if one considers the hard work they represent and the quantity of information contained, combined with the difficulty of the standardization process, finishing and publishing these two standards was not a foregone conclusion.

Secondly, they express what can be surely and clearly defined and calculated today. What lies in the future is not solid enough to be standardized. Thirdly, as international standards, they give a real weight to the works which rely on them, especially during political or budgetary discussions (or they should be used in this way). And finally, they offer a common language (especially for international comparisons and in benchmarking projects): definitions, methods or even indicators do not need to be re-invented each time for each new project.

A step forward

Nevertheless ISO 2789 and ISO 11620 could certainly be improved and complemented. New drafts are already being (or are to be) developed, regarding statistics and performance assessment. One deals with performance indicators for national libraries, given their special missions, which are not (correctly) covered by ISO 11620, and the other, if accepted, could cover statistical issues for library buildings, planning and design. All things considered, these different standards or drafts begin to look like a ‘family’, and maybe these family features could be reinforced by being better and more explicitly organized, in the image of the ISO 9000 Quality Management Systems, for example. In the medium-term, consideration may be given to merging the standards or to splitting them up into logical parts (general reflections, definitions, collection of data, construction of indicators, etc.) This could facilitate the revision process (especially with regard to the consistency of definitions) and improve the general visibility of these standards.

THE QUESTION OF INTANGIBLE ASSETS

To go further, I would like to tackle the question of intangible assets, which will be very important in the next few years for libraries, and will be the area where statistics and assessment standards for libraries can contribute. The ‘intangible assets’ approach is an economic, legal and accounts concept where one tries to give a value to immaterial assets that do not appear on the balance sheet traditionally: the trademark, the quality of the customer database, the collective knowledge of scientists, and so on. It is also a new field for states, which are beginning to make a census of, develop, promote and valorize their public intangible assets. For example, the right to use the Louvre trademark has just been sold by the French state to Abu Dhabi for a period of years for M€ 400.

Generally speaking, the intangible assets approach is also a new way for states to consider their cultural national heritage and the intellectual and scientific value of academic organizations. If they evolve correctly, ISO 2789 and 11620 could help libraries to measure themselves as sources of intangible assets and to demonstrate their involvement in promoting intangible assets. Given some examples of intangible assets (staff skills, know-how, the content of public databases and official publications, the quality of information systems) it is clear that some items at least can already be converged with ISO 2789 or ISO 11620.
CONCLUSION: BE IMAGINATIVE

The final aim of each assessment system and of the statistics and assessment standards for libraries also is to predicate the answer to this (maybe impossible) question: what is the social impact of libraries? Three possible directions can be considered for answering this question that the standards revision process must closely take into account: one would be to succeed in producing an indicator which could account for social impact as a whole and which would be for librarianship the equivalent of GDP (gross domestic product) or the consumer price index, quantifying the information in a single number. Another direction is to keep working on more and more consistent indicators, related to specific services and small groups of users, the sum of which would slowly but surely contribute to a progressively more precise image of the social impact of libraries. The last direction is, of course, paying attention to users’ perceptions, whilst keeping in mind that these can be considered only as a part of performance assessment, because meeting individual needs does not mean that the social mission is fulfilled.

To conclude this article on ISO 2789 and ISO 11620, the promotion of standards and the development of their usability, I would emphasize that it would be very interesting to consider a certification process. Certification is certainly an attribute of standards, expanding their strategic strength from simple recommendation to competitive argument. The possibility of officially acknowledging the compliance of library software with ISO 2789, or the opportunity to certify quality programmes against ISO 11620 by recognized auditing bodies, may certainly be a powerful lever for libraries. Placed before software vendors or policy makers it would allow libraries to better defend their own assessment system of reference and not be required to meet only external and sometimes ill-adapted performance criteria.
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